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1. Epigenetic modifications are not only associated with gene expression regulation but also have 
direct instructive roles in regulating expression of genes (this Thesis). 
2. Aberrant epigenetic modifications are associated with diseases such as breast cancer (Chapter 2) 
and in some diseases epigenetic mutations are even more frequently observed than genetic mutations. 
3. Epigenetic Editing is not a dream, it is possible to target overexpressing genes and overwrite 
their epigenetic modifications in order to mute them (Chapter 3, 4) 
4. Using gene-targeting tools, it is feasible to up and downregulate genes (this thesis)  
5. Histone modifications talk to DNA methylation and other epigenetic modifications to tune the 
gene expression (Chapter 6). 
6. Intelligence, money and persistence as three important and necessary parameters are required 
to transfer a theory to the reality. 
7. “Everything will be okay in the end. If it's not okay, it's not the end” John Lennon. 
8. Writing propositions is the most difficult part of a thesis! 
